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Full Marks : 100

(i) Read the instructions carefully and follow ttrem.
lii,l The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks for the questions.

/iiil Answer all questions.
1tu)

1.

Answers must be given in complete sentences.

Write an essay on anA onc of the following topics

in

abortt 4OO words

:

20

/ai Youth and Internet

/bi Role of Festivals in Preserving Tradition
/c/ Cultural Diversity of North-East India

2.

Read the following passage and alswer tJ:e questions that follow
own words :

IJJ

a
in your

The survival of any species greatly depends upon its harmonious
relationship with nature. Any minor change in the eco-system is bound to
have far-reaching effects upon all life forms on this planet. It is not a hidden
fact how several of the earlier species including dinosaurs and giant
sea-creatures became extinct due to changes in temperature and other
natural factors. It is a.lso feared that the changes that are taking place in
the present-day wodd will have devastating consequences upon several
existing species. All life forms, including human beings will be greafly affected
in future if nature is not properly preserved.
As the most intelligent life form on this planet, it is the responsibilit5r of
human beings to ensure that the balance in nature is maintained. Human
beings should seek this goal not just because we are the most intelligent
and innovative species ald capable of doing so, but also for our own survival.
Everyday the newspapers are filled with reports of melting ice-caps ald the
threat to cities that a-re near to the seas and oceans. Towns and cities are
getting submerged and it is feared that several of the important cities of the
world will meet this unfortunate fate within a short span of time if appropriate
measures are not adopted in time.
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We must rea-lize that we have only one planet to live on and we must
ensure that it is kept in the best condition. Human greed should be controlled
so that the optimal utilization of resources can be done in a sustainable
manner. Sustainable development goals should not be just talks and
discussions but they should be given priority in chalking out designs for
developmenta-l activities. It is encouraging to see that in the present time
t1.e importance of preserving the ecolory and the environment has found its
way into the textbooks of students. Though 1ate, people have begun to rea\ze
the significance of cleal air and clean water. There is sti11 time for us to
protect our planet, our only home in this universe, if we put our future
needs above greed.

(a) I{ow does the author see the relationship between living beings and
nature?

3

[b/ What examples does the author cite regarding the harmful effects of
imbalance in nature?

3

/cJ Why does the author say that humal beings should take up tJle issue of
preserving nature seriously?

fdl What should be our response towards the preservation of environment
and nature?

a

(e) What hope does the author express towards the end of ttre passage?

3

(/l

Find the alton5,rns of the following words from the passage

(i)

:

1" 5=5

Extinct

1iil Foolish

/iiil Result
lriul Destroyed

1u) Slishtly

3.

Write a letter to the Readers' Forum of a local newspaper expressing your
views on ttre need of outdoor games for children.
OR

Write a letter to the appropriate authority expressing your concern over the
capturing of footpath in the capital complex try unlicensed vendors.
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4. Amplify the idea given in ang one of the following
I5O words

phrases

in about
10

:

lrai The grass

is greener on the other side of the

fence

(b) A bad, workman quarrels with his tools

(c) Eluery dark cloud has a silver lining

5.

Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions

iai

She placed the vase

_

the top of the table.

@/ The leaves were fluttering

(c/ He could not pour

/di I was ptzzled

_

(e) How do you intend

6.

oi1

1x5=5

_

the wind.

properly

the container

her behavior.
_

travel this time?

Rewrite ong f,ve of the following sentences correctly

:

2x 5= 1O

(a/ The patient is more better today.

/b/ He prefers travelling by air more than travelling by rail

/c/ She cuts her finger while cutting vegetables
(d) I have no anything to do with your problems.
1e) She was con{idence of her success.

(fl
7.

My friend writes good poem

Convert ang lTve of the following sentences as directed
[aJ

JohI is brighter than all other students in the

2x5= 10

class.

( Change into the positive degree of comparison
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(b) He

wil1,

not leave the headquarters during ttre holidays.
(Add a tag question

)

/c/ What a hot day!
( Chalge into

Assertive sentence

)

/d/ The Minister's speech was loudly cheered by the assemblg of hearers.
( Supply a single word for the italicized portion

)

(e) I love colours of

(fl
8,

al

raintrow.

( Rewrite after applying necessary articles

"Dorr\ go too far into t}le jungle", he

said. ( Turn into reported

speech

)

)

Make sentences witJt ang five of the given idioms to bring out their meanings
2x 5= 1O

(a) Hard and fast
IJI

U'

/b] Thick and tl.in
/cJ Apple of discord

(d) Cold comfort
(e) Dead language

(fl

Close-fisted

***
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